#2013
Mity Bite Clamp
Use for one or two-directional pulling. Good for confined areas. Grip 2” wide. 3 ton capacity.

#2010
Multi Angle Clamp
Pulls from any direction with a 180° arc. Makes two-way pulling faster and easier. ‘Bolt stoppers’ hold bolts stationary for easier tightening. Grip 3-¾” wide. 4 ton capacity.

#2012
Multi Angle Clamp II
Cross-hatch tooth pattern holds well with less distortion of metal. Large pull plate is adjustable and reversible for more multi-angle pulls. 4 ton capacity.

#1795
Frame Rack Unibody Clamp
Bar holes designed for three ways of pulling using Shackle and Oval Loop. Grip 8” wide. 5 ton capacity.

#2014
Frame Rack Dyna Mo Clamps
One pair of jaws with 7” draw bar, one side pull bracket, shackle and oval loop. Raised ‘ears’ to hold bolt in place while tightening. Grip surface 3-¾” wide. 5 ton capacity.

#1784
Frame Rack Dyna Mo Clamps
Two pair of jaws with 12” draw bar. Grip surface 9-¼” wide.

#1777
Three Way Pull Clamp
Clamp has recessed pockets to hold bolts stationary for easy tightening. Includes oval loop. Grip surface 4” wide. 6 ton capacity.

#1929
Slim Line Sill Hook™
Pull front hinge pillars, center pillar posts, rear hinge sections or any location where you need a broad thin pulling surface. Grip 2-½” wide. 2.5 ton capacity

#1932
Sill Hook®
For a quick pull almost anywhere. Round opening allows for pulling with a slip hook. Grip 2-½” wide. 5 ton capacity.

#1910
Double Eye Chain Hook
Handy chain hook-up pulling plate for making double pulls. Allows for both wide or narrow pulls. 5 ton capacity.
Clothespin Chain Lock
Maintain chain tension while adjusting for pulls. Chain locks tight. Designed for use with 3/8" chain. 6 ton capacity.

Handy Link™
Alters chain length. Use 3/8” chain. 5 ton capacity.

Chain Snugger
Tightens chain when used with a chain locking fork (#1920) on frame racks. 6 ton capacity.

Handy Hook™
No chain is too long and no hooks needed. Pulling slots can be used with Hole Pull Adapters. Use with 3/8” chain. 5 ton capacity.

Welded Double Clevis
For easy 3/8” chain connection. 10 ton capacity.

Grab/Slip Combo
For hooking into clamps or pull rings. Fast hook up for any section of 3/8” chain. 9-½” length. 7 ton capacity.

30” Nylon Sling
Protects area where chain may damage structure. Vertical: 2.5 tons, Choke: 2 tons, Basket 5 tons, 3” wide.

Mo Flex Sling
2” wide x 36” long. Vertical: 5,300 lbs, Choke: 4,200 lbs, Basket 10,600 lbs.

Safety Cable with Hook
Attach to pull chain and point on vehicle. Keeps chain safe.

36” Cable Sling
Wraps around pulls. Can be used as a choker. Vertical: 1.5 tons, Choke: 1 ton, Basket 2.5 tons.
**Two Single Claws**
3/8” x 25” chain
Working load limit: 6,600 lbs.

**Hole Plug & Single Claw**
Length: 26-1/2”
Load limit: 6,600 lbs.

**Grab Hook & Single Claw**
Length 24”
Working load limit 6,600 lbs.

**Hole Plug & Clevis Hook**
Length 25-3/4”
Working load limit: 6,600 lbs.

**Strut Tower Chain**
For use in correction of strut towers. Attach to existing bolt holes.
Use with 1/4” chain. 2 ton capacity.

**Deep Hook Regular Set**
For fast hook-ups on cowls, door posts and trunk openings. Brackets (2”x3”) and (2”x9”) included in set. 6” throat depth; 14” throat opening.
5 ton capacity.

**Deep Hook Mini Set**
6” throat depth; 9” throat opening.
4 ton capacity.

**Deep Hook Jumbo Set**
10” throat depth; 15” throat opening.
4 ton capacity.

**Double Looper**
Two single claws with triangle. Grabs bumpers or panels. Use with 3/8” chain.
5 ton capacity.
**Model Mini-C Clamp**  
Small, light, versatile.  
Minimum of 1-1/2” throat clearance to reach around flanges, cowls, pinch welds and lips. Butts against panels where only narrow bite is available.  
5 ton capacity.

**Model Jr. Metal Clamp**  
1-1/2” wide bite for aggressive pulling.  
5 ton capacity.

**Twin Pull™**  
For large gripping areas. Enables use of two clamps side by side for more pull.  
6 ton capacity.

**Angle Bite™ Clamp**  
Self-tightening clamp, gator tooth design. 45° head for hard to pull areas. Grip 2-1/2” wide.  
5-ton capacity.

**A Clamp™**  
Grips narrow seams and ridges. Use with slide hammer and 1/4” chain only. Grip 1-1/2” wide.  
3-ton capacity.

**A Clamp with Pull Ring**  
Grips narrow seams and ridges. Bolt stoppers hold bolts stationary. Includes pull ring for easy chain hook up that swivels in the direction of the pull. Use with 1/4” chain. Grip 1-1/2”.  
3 ton capacity.

**Mini Spring Clamp**  
For pulling light sheet metal in tight places. Spring loaded for easy opening. Includes oval loop for use with slip hook. Grip 1-1/2”.  
3 ton capacity.

**Curved Clamp**  
Get around multi-angle curves and bends. Allows for vertical and horizontal pulling. Grip 7” wide.  
5 ton capacity.

**Model B Metal Clamp**  
Ideal for hard pulls on heavy metal or frame. Grabs 2-1/4” of metal.  
6 ton capacity.

**Model C® Metal Clamp**  
1-1/2” throat clearance. Fits over a flange, frame horn or around a lip to pull from behind. Grip 2” wide.  
5 ton capacity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model W® Metal Clamp</td>
<td>Ultra wide gripping surface. Grabs 4-1/4” of metal. 6 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyna-Mo C Clamp</td>
<td>Great for getting over lips or edges. Drop-forged round wedge keeps twist out of chain. Grips 1-1/4”. 3 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyna-Mo Jr.™ Clamp</td>
<td>Thin edged nose for getting into hard to reach places. Drop-forged round wedge to keep twist out of chain. Grip 1-1/2” wide. 3 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyna-Mo™ W Clamp</td>
<td>Wide tooth surface (2-1/4”) to grab more thin metal without tearing. 3 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby Box™ Clamp</td>
<td>Great for single lip flanges and inside frame horns. Throat clearance of 1-1/2” high. Grip 1-3/4”. 5 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box™ Clamp</td>
<td>For pulling on box rails with welded-on bumper flanges. Reaches around protruding metal to grip on hard-to-reach surfaces. Grip 2”. 4 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Nose™ Clamp</td>
<td>Deeper reach for hard to get areas. Grip 1-3/4”. 5 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tight Opening Clamp</td>
<td>Perfect for small pick-up frame rails. Reach core support and upper sheet metal areas. Grip 1-1/2”. 3 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panel Puller</td>
<td>Use with slide hammer or pulling post on fender openings, deck lids, door posts and other openings. 3 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame Rack Dyna Mo Clamp</td>
<td>Heavy-duty tooth designed clamp. Add side pull bracket when needed. Grip 3 3/4” wide. 5 ton capacity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Hole Plug**
Four way anchoring tool allows unlimited body and frame hook-up in existing holes. Fastens directly to a 3/8” chain. 5 ton capacity.

**Mo Plug™**
Use in existing holes in frame or unibody. Plugs on two sides to allow easy fit into a narrow internal section of frame rail. Uses 3/8” chain. 5 ton capacity.

**Multi Pad Metal**
Steel plate spreads the load to prevent damage that would be caused by the chain. 6 ton capacity.

**Chain Spread Bar™**
Make pulls around box rails or other obstacles while maintaining the distance between pulling clamps. 5 ton capacity.

**Single Claw Hook**
Use as an accessory with draw bars or 3/8” chains. 5” length. 6 ton capacity.

**Double Claw Hook**
Use as a chain shortener, connector or double hook. For use with 3/8” chain. 5” length. 6 ton capacity.

**Versa Hook**
Pulling device for rocker panels, door & windshield posts. Use as an outer track tie-down to secure vehicles during pulls. Grip 2-½” wide. 5 ton capacity.

**Jr. Versa Hook**
Designed smaller to access tight areas. 1-3/4” wide hook end. Use with 3/8” chain. 5 ton capacity.

**Frame Rack Jaws**
Clamp has recessed pockets to hold bolts stationary for easy tightening. Grip 4” wide. 6 ton capacity.

**2 MA™ Plate**
Designed for most foreign and domestic vehicles with MacPherson suspension. Offers unlimited body and frame pulls with a variety of compatible accessories. Can be used on damaged door posts, frame horns, brackets, cowl, or rear axles. 5 ton capacity.
**Pull Ring MA Plates**
Pull Ring for the 2 MA Adapter. Plate provides for unlimited body and frame pulls. Recessed pockets to hold bolts stationary for easy, one-handed tightening. 5 ton capacity.

**3 MA™ Plate**
Designed for strut towers. Permits fast hook up and pulling in any direction. 5 ton capacity.

**Boltless Strut Tower Puller**
Easy, fast, reliable method for pulling strut towers. 3 ton capacity

**Mo Nut & Bolt Pack**
Commonly used bolts, nuts, washers, and clevis pins. Contains grades 5/8 bolts.

**Mo Hook**
Four hole size selections for quick hook-ups in existing frame holes for pulling of damaged frames. 4 ton capacity

**Door Post Puller/Twister**
For use on bolt-type hinge pillars. Three positions from which to pull. 2 ton capacity.

**Hinge Plate with 3/8” Shackle**
Use in existing holes in frame structures or body panels. Comes with 3/8” shackle for angle pulls. 3 ton capacity.

**Mo Down Pulley**
Use for straight or down angled pulling. 5” wheel prevents undue chain wear. 5 ton capacity.

**Mo Down Pulley Snap Block Assembly**
Perfect for horizontal pulls. 5 ton capacity.

**Weld-on Pinchweld Bracket (set of 4)**
12” brackets for welding to bottom of automobiles without pinchwelds. 2 ton capacity.
**G Clamp**
Easier pulling with multiple pulling angles. Throat opening of 4” allows plenty of room to get over, around and behind damage. 4 ton capacity.

**Jumbo G Clamp**
Throat opening of 7”. Multiple holes allow for various angle pulls. 5 ton capacity.

**Four Way Pull Clamp**
Includes oval loop. Has recessed pockets to hold bolts. Stationary for easy tightening. 4” wide grip. 6 ton capacity.

**Flash Clamps**
Pivoting heads allow for a secure grip on most uneven surfaces. Retaining bolt holds clamps in place.

**Slide Hammer Attachment**
Screws on end of slide hammer, attach shackle and connect to any pulling tool to make light pulls.

**Many Hole Wide Draw Bar**
Great for bolting to a frame, unibody rail or other places to make a secure pull. 14-½” long. 3 ton capacity.

**Frame Rack Draw Bar**
Great for bolting to a frame, unibody rail or other places to make a secure pull. 14-½” long. 3 ton capacity.

**Narrow Draw Bar with Claw Hook**
Great for bolting to a frame, unibody rail or other places to make a secure pull. 13” long. 3 ton capacity.

**Multi-Purpose Anchor Hook**
Use on both unitized and conventional frames for a variety of pulls and anchoring. 4 ton capacity.
**Numerous Angle Puller™**
Allows pulls from any angle. Insert bolt through a 1/2” hole and pull. Designed for use with 3/8” chain. 4 ton capacity.

**Quick Hook™**
Quick hook-up in existing frame holes for pulling of damaged frames. Four hole sizes: 1-7/8”, 1-5/8”, 1”, 7/8”. 4 ton capacity.

**Frame Rack Jaws with Angle Brackets**
Holds down cars with horizontal pinch welds. Angles can be drilled to fit frame racks, benches, etc. Including two 1/2” shackles. 13” wide. 5 ton capacity. (Set of 4)

**Angle Bracket**
Bolt to surface for a 90° straight pull, or use with 3-Way Pull Clamp, pair of Frame Rack Jaws or Frame Rack Unibody Clamp. 6 ton capacity.

**Mini Bite™ with Pull Ring**
Designed to get around lips and corners for strong pulls and to pull narrow seams and lips. Use with 1/4” chain. 3 ton capacity.

**Panel Gripper**
Flat, wide toothless jaw to grip with no distortion. Right angle to pull is great for lips, hoods, tops and floor pans. 9” long. 3 ton capacity.

**Dyna Mo Corner Clamp**
Eliminates the need to use two separate clamps. Good for narrow confined areas. 7” long. 3 ton capacity.

**Track Hook™**
Quick tie down for track systems or back anchoring on frame racks. Grip 3”. 6 ton capacity.

**Big Mouth™ Clamp**
Great where large opening is needed. 1-¾” grip. 5 ton capacity.

**Lip Grip™ with Pull Bracket**
Multi-purpose clamp for non-slip pulls on any lip. Use as sandwich clamp on quarter panels or floor sections. Side pull bracket adds a 90° angle for two-directional pulling. 2” wide. 4 ton capacity.
**Tac-N-Pull™ Clamp**
For hard to hold pulls. Tack weld one of the reusable plates, attach clamp and pull. Break tack weld with grinding cut off wheel or cutting torch. Includes (2) each 3”; 1-1/2” and 1” plates.

**Tac-N-Pull™ Replacement Plates**
Contains:
(10) 1” Pull Plates
(5) each 1-1/2” & 3” Pull Plates

**Tong Clamps**
Pivoting jaws on all tong clamps assures a secure grip across the entire gripping surface.

#1955 Small Jaw, 5.25” opening.
5 ton capacity.

#1956 Hybrid, 6” Opening.
5 ton capacity.

#1957 Large, 6.5” opening.
5 ton capacity.

**Sandwich Clamp™**
Designed for use as a standard unibody tie down clamp with versatility for pinch weld and panel pulling. Grip 3” wide. 5 ton capacity.